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GUIDE
A WORD FROM DEAR STUDENTS,

I welcome you all to Poland, to Koszalin and to the Koszalin University of Technology. We are a technical university of medium size, in a land famous for its clean forests and waters, on the shores of the Baltic Sea, at the foot of the not very high but picturesque Chełmska Mountain.

The city is located on the transit route from the east, i.e. Gdańsk and the entire Tricity to the west, i.e. to Szczecin and further to Berlin.

The university has a 55-year history of achievements and experience in educating not only engineers. Our offer includes technical, economic, social and artistic majors.

Candidates for study have a very wide choice of professions for which they will be prepared theoretically and practically in the course of their studies, student organizations and study research groups, cultural and interest development activities, events, parties, scholarships and various other forms of support. Every day brings new proposals, it is enough to get out of the zone of routine and take the initiative.

I invite you to study in Koszalin, to get to know each other. You will learn more about Koszalin and Central Pomerania and Poland. You will get to know our specialties and regional products. You will make new friends. I believe it will be a good time for everyone. Make yourself at home. See you in Koszalin.

PROF. DANUTA ZAWADZKA, PHD
RECTOR OF KOSZALIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
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A REMARKABLE ADVANTAGE OF KOSZALIN’S LOCATION IS THAT IT IS NEAR THE BALTIC COAST.

To get from the center to the seaside town of Mielno, you only need to cover 14 kilometers. You can get there by walking along hiking trails or traveling by car, bicycle, railbus or passenger ship across the nearby Jamno Lake. Outside the tourist season, it takes 40 minutes to reach the seaside resorts of Kolobrzeg and Darłowo.

KOSZALIN IS AN OPTIMAL CITY FOR LIVING AND ACTIVITIES, LOCATED BY THE SEA, AMONG LAKES, FORESTS AND MORAINES MOUNTAINS. KOSZALIN HAS A POPULATION OF ABOUT 100,000.

THE CITY IS COZY, WELL CONNECTED WITH NEIGHBORING TOWNS, CONVENIENT FOR LIVING, STUDYING AND WORKING.

Koszalin is located at the foot of Chełmska Mountain, on the Dzierżęcin-ko River, lakes: Jamno and Lubiatowo. The city is surrounded by beautiful and clean forests - a land of hiking and biking.

The symbol of the city for half a century remains the Koszalin University of Technology, connected to business, culture, science and social affairs. That’s why the university offers more than many other Polish universities.
EDUCATION IN POLAND

THERE ARE MORE THAN 500 UNIVERSITIES WITH TECHNICAL, MEDICAL, ECONOMIC, AGRICULTURAL, PEDAGOGICAL, THEOLOGICAL, MUSICAL, NAVAL AND MILITARY FACULTIES.

In 2018 the Program for International Student Assessment, coordinated by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, ranked the Polish education system higher than the OECD average. The study found that students in Poland achieve better academic results than in most OECD countries.

ACADEMIC DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST DEGREE QUALIFICATION</th>
<th>BACHELOR'S DEGREE OR ENGINEER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECOND DEGREE QUALIFICATION</td>
<td>MASTER’S DEGREE (DEGREE QUALIFICATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD DEGREE QUALIFICATION</td>
<td>PHD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KOSZALIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY: PAST & PRESENT


It has always been a technical university, but over the years it has also introduced more faculties into its educational offer: economic sciences, humanities and arts. For 55 years of its activity, the university has become crucial part of its surroundings, integrated into the local community by responding to the needs of local residents and university applicants.

Moreover, Koszalin University of Technology cooperates with entities of all industries and fields of public life and supports the development of the city and the region.
HISTORY

In the post-war history of Koszalin, the university has significantly contributed to the development of the city and the region. It is difficult to imagine the future of this part of the country without the knowledge and skills of Koszalin University of Technology alumni.

Alumni have impact on the most important fields of industry, create modern areas of activity, support the development of foreign companies, join management and establish entities that employ more students.

There is no enterprise, office, school, institution or non-governmental organization in the Central Pomeranian region in which past or current graduates of Koszalin University of Technology have not worked.

The university is the best choice for young people who want to develop, create, change and boost yourself. They want to seek or devote themselves to an already chosen passion, from which they will make a livelihood in the near future.

People who do not want to disappear in the crowd and hustle and bustle of the agglomeration, value quick stability, security and peace of life in a place where everywhere is close, and the closest - to nature.

People who are looking for inspiration or already have the next few years planned, want to devote themselves to science or intellectually fuel the fastest growing industries, but above all feel that the future belongs to them.
EDUCATIONAL OFFER

FACULTIES

- FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
- FACULTY OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
- FACULTY OF HUMANITIES
- FACULTY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEODETIC SCIENCES
- FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
- FACULTY OF ECONOMIC SCIENCES
- BRANCH IN SZCZECINEK

FIELDS OF STUDY

TECHNICAL STUDIES

- Chemical Bioanalysis
- Construction
- Geodesy and Cartography
- Geoinformatics
- Electronics and Telecommunications
- Power Engineering
- Information Technology
- Building Installations and Networks
- Biomedical Engineering
- Engineering and Automation in the Wood Industry
- Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering
- Mechatronics
- Climate Protection
- Food Technology and Human Nutrition
- Transportation
- Management and Production Engineering

BUSINESS

- Economics
- Finance and Accounting
- Logistics
- Tourism and Recreation
- Management

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

- Journalism and Social Communication
- European Studies
- English/German Philology
- Pedagogy
- Political Science 2.0

ARTISTIC

- Interior design
- Design
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

FACULTY OF HUMANITIES
• Shaping the image of public institutions and non-governmental organizations
• Diplomatic protocol in administration and business
• Pedagogical preparation

FACULTY OF ECONOMIC SCIENCES
• Human resources and payroll
• Logistics and supply chain management
• Accounting of business entities
• Health and safety management
• Management studies for practitioners
• Real estate management

FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• Renewable energy sources
• Occupational health and safety and ergonomics
• Quality management in an enterprise - quality manager in the food industry
• Nutritional counseling with elements of gastronomy

DOCTORAL SCHOOL
The Doctoral School provides education and prepares for the doctoral degree in six disciplines.

Candidates with a professional degree of Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Engineering or equivalent are admitted to the Doctoral School. Admission is by competition, based on the results of the qualification procedure.

The education is free of charge, lasts four years, and each doctoral student receives a scholarship.

The Doctoral School guides students through the entire process of education - from the selection of a supervisor and determination of the research topic, through the creation of an individual research plan, to the writing of the doctoral dissertation.

FIELDS AND DISCIPLINES OF SCIENCE AND DISCIPLINES OF THE ARTS
• automation, electronic and electrical engineering
• mechanical engineering
• civil engineering and transport
• political science and administration
• economics and finance
• fine arts and art. conservation
KOSZALIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY IS LOCATED ON THREE CAMPUSES AT: KWIATKOWSKIEGO, RACŁAWICKA AND ŚNIADECKICH STREET. IT TAKES ONLY A FEW MINUTES TO REACH EACH CAMPUS BY BUS.

Convenient public transport ensures easy communication between the campuses and the student housing area. The university has four student dormitories, where every room has internet access.

These buildings create the student housing estate on Rejtana Street. The student housing estate is located near one of the campuses: on Śniadeckich Street.

**THE CAMPUSES**

**CAMPUS ON ŚNIADECKICH STREET**

The campus on Śniadeckich Street includes, among others: the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Environmental and Geodetic Sciences, the Faculty of Electronics and Computer Science, the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (part).

You can find here:
- The Rector’s Office
- The International Mobility Office
- The Student Service Center
- The 3D Printing Center
- The GlobalLogic IoT Laboratory
- Doctorals School

**CAMPUS ON RACŁAWICKA STREET**

This is the oldest campus of the Koszalin University of Technology. It is home to, among others, the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (part), the Faculty of Architecture and Design, the Main Library, the University Publishing House, the Physical Education and Sports Studio and a sports hall.

A complex of playing fields for team games operates next to the hall.
**CAMPUS ON KWIAKTOWSKIEGO STREET**

The Faculty of Economic Sciences and the Faculty of Humanities, as well as the Foreign Languages Studio are located in the campus on Kwiatkowskiego Street.

This campus annually hosts the inauguration of the academic year and a student holiday - Kwiatka Day (Flower Day). It refers to the name of the street where the campus is located - Kwiatkowskiego Street.

**BRANCH IN SZCZECINEK**

The Koszalin University of Technology branch in Szczecinek was established on the initiative of the Kronospan company in Szczecinek.

It educates students in the field of Engineering and Automation in the Wood Industry. Teaching classes are held in Kronospan facilities. Graduates of the branch supply a thriving and dynamically developing wood and furniture sector.

This is a field of study with a practical profile, educating engineers who have the knowledge and skills to design, use and operate computerized and automated production lines.

**DORMITORIES**

Koszalin University of Technology offers its students four dormitories. Situated close to each other, they form the Academic Estate.

In the dormitories you can live in 1, 2 and 3-bed rooms with a kitchenette, bathroom and toilet. Each room has internet access.

The heart of the housing estate is the Student Cultural Center Kreślarnia.

**STUDENT CULTURAL CENTER KREŚLARNIA**

Kreślarnia is a place where you can creatively spend your free time. The club is managed by the university, and an experienced animator takes care of the program of events.

The Kreślarnia Student Cultural Center is a former student club. After renovation and reconstruction, it has taken on a new luster.

The club is a place where the student community can engage in artistic, social and cultural activities.

The Drawing Room hosts vocal and theatrical workshops, performances, concerts and stand ups.
CAMPUS ON ŚNIADECKICH 2 STREET
- The Rector’s Office
- Faculty of Electronics and Computer Science
- Faculty of Civil Engineering, Environmental and Geodetic Sciences
- Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

CAMPUS ON RACŁAWICKA 15-17 STREET
- Student Cultural Centre
- KREŚLARNIA
- ZEUS
- HADES
- NEPTUN
- OLIMP
- DS 1
- DS 2
- DS 3
- DS 4

CAMPUS ON KWIAKTOWSKIEGO 6E STREET
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Economic Sciences

DORMITORIES REJTANA 11-15 STREET
- Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
- Faculty of Architecture and Design
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Economic Sciences

BRANCH IN SZCZECINEK WARYŃSKIEGO 1 STREET
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE
THE KOSZALIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY IS INVOLVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MAJOR NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS.

Management of matters related to the arrival of foreign guests and students is coordinated by the International Mobility Office.

WHERE ARE OUR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FROM?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UKRAINE</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>AFGHANISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>ITALY • SICILY</td>
<td>THE CZECH REPUBLIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEMEN</td>
<td>MOROCCO</td>
<td>NORWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAN</td>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
<td>PAKISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNISIA</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>ANGOLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY (EU) EU4DUAL

Koszalin University of Technology is part of an alliance of nine European universities that have been named European University EU4DUAL.

EU4DUAL is:

- the first project dedicated to dual studies;
- education related to business and industry; programs and research focused on practical education;
- cooperation of partner institutions together with business partners to combine education, research, innovation and service to society.

EU4DUAL includes technical universities from Finland, Austria, Germany, Hungary, Croatia, France, among others.

EUROPEAN PROGRAMS AND SCHOLARSHIP OFFERINGS

FULBRIGHT PROGRAM

Koszalin University of Technology annually hosts Fulbright Program scholarship recipients. This is one of the most prestigious educational projects in the world, with a reputation far beyond academia.

The Fulbright English Teaching Assistant (ETA) implemented under this project is a program for Polish universities interested in hosting a native speaker. During stay, native speaker assists in English classes or conducts them independently.
ERASMUS+

This program is designed to support education, training, youth and sports initiatives across Europe.

Mobilities relating to cooperation with program countries include:

1/ student mobility, including the departure of graduates for internships

2 / mobility of university staff
   • STA for teaching purposes,
   • STT (both academics and other staff) for training purposes.

CEEPUS

Supports and finances academic exchanges for the training and professional development of students and university teachers.

Exchanges are possible between the following countries: Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Montenegro, Czech Republic, Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, Poland, Slovenia, Serbia, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo.

The program offers short-term scholarships for summer schools and intensive courses, research internships for Academic Networks as well as FREEMOVER. Students, doctoral students or academics can apply for CEEPUS scholarships abroad.

NAWA

Creates proprietary programs that support the international careers of scientists and strengthen the internationalization of Polish universities.

NAWA aims to strengthen mobility through scholarship programs for foreign and Polish students.

NAWA’s proposals also include scholarships for international students so that the recipient can better acclimate to the country.
EVENTS FOR FOREIGNERS

WELCOME DAY

The meeting is designed to familiarize students with the rules of the university and the practical aspects of life in Koszalin.

Students receive information about the rules of primary health care, city transportation and the attractions of Koszalin and the surrounding area.

JAMNO HOMESTEAD WORKSHOP

Students visit the Homestead every year where they can feel like Jamno residents - try on traditional costumes, learn about Jamno customs and take part in art workshops.

COOKING DAY

By cooking Polish dishes together, students can not only taste delicious food but also get to know each other better.
UNIVERSITY ESSENTIALS

A wide resource of materials to help you prepare for a session or a course work. They are sources of information about the latest ongoing projects, current research and their results.

To use the library’s resources, it is necessary to undergo mandatory library training.

DIGITAL LIBRARY

Established to facilitate access to library resources through conversion to digital form. It provides access to: publications of the University Publishing House of the Koszalin University of Technology, journals, newsletters, doctoral and post-doctoral theses.

THE MAIN LIBRARY

A wide resource of materials to help you prepare for a session or a course work. They are sources of information about the latest ongoing projects, current research and their results.

THE DIGITAL LIBRARY

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGES STUDIO

Lectures in foreign languages and compensatory courses.

Opportunity to take the Test of English for International Communication TOEIC® Listening & Reading exam.

THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS STUDIO

Conducts activities in the field of physical culture. Classes are conducted on the basis of a rich sports base: football, basketball, volleyball and handball training, classes in crossminton, fit ball, stretching, floorball, Nordic walking, weight training and field games.

The studio organizes ski camps, canoeing, biking and hiking rallies.

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGES STUDIO

Lectures in foreign languages and compensatory courses.

Opportunity to take the Test of English for International Communication TOEIC® Listening & Reading exam.

THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS STUDIO

Conducts activities in the field of physical culture. Classes are conducted on the basis of a rich sports base: football, basketball, volleyball and handball training, classes in crossminton, fit ball, stretching, floorball, Nordic walking, weight training and field games.

The studio organizes ski camps, canoeing, biking and hiking rallies.
As a student, you can apply for material aid benefits, regardless of age or form of study (full-time, part-time).

Students, if they meet the relevant requirements, can receive: social scholarship, special scholarship for people with disabilities, rector’s scholarship for the best students and the minister’s scholarship for outstanding achievements, as well as an allowance.

Individual organization of studies (abreviated as IOS) is available to any student who receives the appropriate approval from the dean’s authorities of the faculty.

For more detailed information on the awarding of scholarships, please contact the Student Services Centre dealing with financial aid.

The office can be approached by anyone who, due to health situation, faces barriers in the process of studying or functioning properly at the university premises.

The activities of the office include various forms of assistance from psychological counseling to help with matters related to studying.

Students with disabilities under the IOS can request:
- a change of participation in classes (e.g., by making up for overtime absences related to disability) or the right to have a support person (assistant) present during classes
- change of the date and/or place of the credit/examination - changing the organization of the examination session
- extension of the duration of the exam/examination
- change of the form of the credit/examination (written/oral)

KOSZALIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY IS A MODERN UNIVERSITY THAT UNDERTAKES MANY INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES.

What is more, the mission of our university is to create conditions for unrestricted participation in the recruitment process, education and scientific activities. We make every effort to eliminate barriers that limit education.
UNIVERSITY ASSISTANT FOR A PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

In their daily functioning at the university, people with disabilities have the opportunity to receive support from an assistant. A student interested in such assistance independently indicates the person who will perform this role.

An assistant can help you in carrying out basic daily activities on the university premises and in other situations reported by the student/docoral student to the attorney, which result from individual needs.

SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE WITH HEARING DISABILITIES

Thanks to funding from the EU project „Accessible university - Koszalin University of Technology“, electric desks with induction loops were purchased.

An induction loop is a support system for people with hearing disabilities - especially those who use hearing aids or implants.

It allows to receive clear sound through a telecoil, which almost every hearing aid is equipped with.

The desks can also be used by people with mobility disabilities. Induction loops have also been placed in rooms where work defenses are carried out.

TRANSPORTATION FOR STUDENTS WITH MOBILITY DISABILITIES

As part of its support for people with disabilities, the university provides arranged transportation for students, doctoral students and employees with disabilities between university facilities, as well as between the university and their place of residence.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT

Students, doctoral students and employees of Koszalin University of Technology can take advantage of psychological support free of charge.

All consultations and advice are provided by experienced psychologists and psychotherapists who provide professional and comprehensive assistance, discretion, kindness, calm atmosphere and full commitment.

Psychological support is provided at the individual request of the student.

The departmental reading rooms and the lending library have equipment to facilitate the use of the resources of the Koszalin University of Technology Library or its own materials by people with visual, hearing and movement disabilities.

Student Dormitory No. 4 has rooms adapted to the needs of people with disabilities. On the first floor of the dormitory there are 4 connecting rooms with single or double rooms, as well as a convenient elevator that allows access to the building directly from the parking level.
FREE TIME

STUDENT PARLIAMENT

Represents the academic community. Carries out social, cultural, scientific, educational, sports and tourist activities.

Patronizes the activities of the student councils of the faculties. Parliament organizes many student events.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

You can also be active in other student organizations.

Choir „Canzona“
Choristers perform songs by composers of various eras and styles, and gives concerts in European cities. Its conductor is prof. Radoslaw Wilkiewicz.

Yacht Club
The club makes it possible to obtain a skipper or yachtsman patent. Organizes sailing courses, sea and inland cruises and regattas.

Academic Sports Association
Focuses on training young people. Cooperates with schools. The club runs student sections (volleyball, basketball, futsal, crossminton, handball table tennis, skiing, weight training).

Academic Dance Club
Organizes free dance classes for students. Its dancers participate in competitions and festivals and conduct shows. They train under the supervision of Roman Filus.

V-Pack vocal group
Young vocalists learn the principles of singing in polyphony, stage movement. They perform in modern arrangements. Classes are led by Zosia Karbowiak.

Theater group „Pod Kreską“
Students during the classes, under the guidance of Koszalin actor Artur Czerwiński, learn various theatrical techniques, work on diction and prepare performances.

Most departments have their own research clubs, where students have the opportunity to develop their passions and learn new skills.

If you want to join a study group, just apply to the chairman or supervisor of the particular organization.
HELPFUL ADDRESSES AND CONTACTS

The International Mobility Office
Śniadeckich 2 Street, building G
room 101, 102
bmm@tu.koszalin.pl

The Academic Psychological Support Office
phone: 94 34 78 603
akademickapomoc@tu.koszalin.pl

Points
Campus on Kwiatkowskiego 6e
Street, room 118 a

Campus on Śniadeckich 2 Street,
room 2 a

The Support for People with Disabilities Office
phone: 94 34 78 672
niepelnosprawni@tu.koszalin.pl
NOTES

STUDY IN POLAND
STUDY IN KOSZALIN
IT ALL STARTS HERE
APPLY TODAY!

THE INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY OFFICE
ŚNIADECKICH 2 STREET, BUILDING G, ROOM 101/102
BMM@TU.KOSZALIN.PL
CHOOSE YOUR DESTINATION

TU.KOSZALIN.PL